
HAIR CARE TIPS – USE HAIR 
CURLING WAND PROPERLY FOR 
HAIR DAMAGE PROTECTION

A COMPLETE GUIDE!



It has never been easy to style one's hair. Using styling gadgets like a curler wand could be such a pain 
sometimes. Other than choosing the Best Hair Curl Stick numerous things to be kept in mind before you start 

with curling your hair.
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https://www.mukhair.com/product/muk-curl-stick/


Damage done to the hair throughout the 
process is irreversible. So, before you regret 
that you should have known this before you 
styled the hair. Not just that there is always 
a list of the things to keep in mind when 
you Buy Hair Wax, Infrared Hair Dryer, or 
anything else. So, it’s time to sit back and 
read through.

Here is a list of things that you better know 
before curing the hair.
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https://www.mukhair.com/product-category/mens-grooming/
https://www.mukhair.com/product/muk-blow-3900-ir/


Choosing the appropriate curling wands as 
per your requirements

As there is a buzz around that curling 
wands are different for different types of 
curls and it is kind of true. But it is not like 
when wanting the perfect beach waves you 
necessarily need a curling wand with more 
than 1-inch diameter. It would affect the 
result as well as it becomes trickier to use 
the curler with a broad diameter. For sure 
after curling, you comb the hair and 
increase the volume of the curl.
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Blow-dry the hair before using styling

Using the curler directly onto the damped 
hair can be a nightmare as the damage it 
does is inevitable. We are all familiar with 
the sound the curler makes when used on 
damped hair. Take it this way, the sound it 
makes is pretty similar to shallowing frying 
something in a pan. Would you want to do 
that with your hair? Definitely No! Right. So 
it is recommended by the stylish from 
around the globe to perfectly blow-dry the 
hair before using any styling gadgets.
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• Last but not the least

• Use heat protectors before using the 
curler, it would help minimize the 
damage done to the hair. Hear me out 
loud and clear “Do not keep the curlers 
in your hair for more than 10 sec” like 
never! And make sure when you Buy 
Hair Wax, Infrared Hair Dryer, curling 
wand, or anything else is an authentic 
product.

• Hair is one of the assets of the women 
so style them with care, go out and 
seize the day!
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• #Keep away your food from spoiled:

• Disposable takeaway food containers are clearly 
great for restaurants that offer delivery or 
withdrawal food, but not because they can be cast 
when they are not needed. This means it will be 
fresh and ready to eat even after a long trip.
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Contact US
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Phone No: (1300 768 264)
Email ID: info@mukhair.com

Website: https://www.mukhair.com/product-category/mens-
grooming/

Address: 39 Translink Dr, 
Keilor Park, Victoria, 3042

Melbourne
Australia

mailto:info@mukhair.com
https://www.mukhair.com/product-category/mens-grooming/
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Source: Style your hair every day and don’t worry about hair damage

https://www.atoallinks.com/2021/hair-care-tips-use-hair-curling-wand-properly-for-hair-damage-protection/

